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FtEFACE
Missionary nursing has claimed thm larger portion of my interest
and work for the past twelve years.

During this tins I have talked to

many young nurses.- Some of these haw been chailenged by the thought of
mission service for the first time.

Others, who have served in overseas

mission positions, have spoken of the satisfactions and the problems
found in mission service.

There are others who go overseas, who find

adjustment to the problems very difficult and often ovsrwli©Iming*

I haw

often wondered why nurses seem to he hesitant to enter mission work, and
also what can he done to help the nurse in mission work to realise greater
satisfaction® from her mission experience,
I haw felt that there, is a need for greater understanding of the
role of the nurse in mission laid®.

To iwet this need I haw envisioned

a course which could be given on the basic level of nursing education.

It

might he an avenue for motivation and direction toward a more adequate
preparation for mission nursing.

Since s course of this type needs a

foundation of knowledge upon which to build, I haw in this study endeavored
to select materials which could sewn as ® basis for the development of
such a course.
I wish to express sincere appreciation to the many individuals who
have given of their time and thought in encouragement, criticism, and prayer,
thus contributing to this study.
To the Southern African Division X would like to convey

special

appreciation for the opportunity they have given me to take advanced
studies even during the time of a critical shortage of nursing staff.
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CHAPTER I

immwcitm
Uotimm mam *t tTmwps>ztati<m and emmmtmtim ham omteom
thft Warriors of diatmca and our world hma mmingly gwom mil lor*
During World War ll Wootoxn inflimeoo ontorod aaay of the zaamtm and
heratofora iaoiatad araaa on tho globo* Today pmpla mm travaiing for
floaouco aa ooil aa bualaoaa among thaaa aaoly opanad araaa and viairing
with thoir fooploa* Tba idaaa and ohiloaoohy of tho Want ara baing soon
ml fait by thoaa formarly iaoiatad yooylo and oponing thoir oyaa to tho
potontialitiaa of thoir own livaa and countriaa. Thoy ora baglnnlng to
atriva to obtain aora knowiodgo» mora Voodoo and mora raeogaition*
thoaa mm attitudaa ara naaoaaitatiag ehangaa in eba typo and
eactant of praparaticsi givon to mlaaionarlaa • tho philoaophy of today1 a
miaaicm t stateamen la that * thara

bo abwigo from tho oid*»ilna miaaicm

aathod to what ia mm popularly saforrad to aa tbo *aathod of tho indigo*
noua church,

tha author hara quo tad rafara to tho trand to strata

tha training and daualopmant of tha national workara to carry forward
tha maaaaga and work of tha Goapal* a work which onca raatad almost
ontiraly upon tha ovaraaaa miaaionary.
rna ganerat it tarn turn on st&saionary worn wnico was so aouaaant
armmd tha turn of tha eantury bamaam aoarcar In amount and 1 ini tad in
ocopa firing tha yaara batwaen 1920 and 1999# tho modom oro of adaoiona

lX. Stanlay 8oltau9 Hlaaicma at
l

Crossroads (Whsoton, Ulinolas

%

which begaa with the work of William Cary in India has been conaiiiered,
by some, to haw ended in 1930,2 and a new era of missions haw begun la
which methods are changing.
With the empiiasis now being placed upon the educating and training
of the national worker to assume greater responsibility for the care of
his own people, the work of the overseas nurse has changed.

Her work now

is that of a teacher, consultant and counselor to thorn whom she educates
in the care of the sick and in health education.
In the light of these new trends in missionary methods, the
preparation of the nurse should be reconsidered.

ft&mnf of the wmmmt
It wslb the problem of this study to identify, classify, and list
bibiiographical material which would serve as a source of information to
those preparing for, and those directing others toward, foreign mission
nursing.
PtMFOSI ABB $E1B FOR THE STUDY
Everyone is not suitable for, nor capable of, meeting the demands
of mission work. Special preparation which is planned to meet the needs
of the mission field and the needs of the nun

is necessary if the

nurse is to realise optimum effectiveness and satisfaction in her work.
Hursing as one form of mission work has received very little
mention in the general works on the philosophy and methods of mission

2John Aberly, Igi Outline of Mission# (Phiiadelphias Muhienberg
Press, 1945), forward.

3
eaUeavor. Tm literature ou misslou&ry nersix^, «^iich is writ tea today
is alaoot entirely limited to narrative and simple brief reports of the
work done by various nurses*

This material will serve to motivate.

challenge, and encourage interest in mission nursing*

JowBver, there is

a need for literature which accurately describes the work and philosophy
of missionary nursing in overseas situations* There is an even greater
need for literature which can serve as a means of direction in developing
attitudes, qualifications and skills needed by the nurse in overseas
lands today*
Xt was believed that many of the concepts expressed in general
mission literature were applicable to mission nursing but were lying
idle and unrecognised,

Xf this material could be brought out, it would

be (i) a source of material for use by teachers in portraying the con
cepts of mission nursing in their classes, (2) a source upon which to
build a foundation for a course in missionary nursing for the students
of nursing on the basic level, and (3) a source of information on the
work, concepts, and philosophy of overseas mission nursing.
LIMITATIONS AND SCOFE OF THE STOUT
Considering the change in mission strategy and methodology which
began during World War XI, the bibliography was limited to those publi
cations which have been written since 193$, and to those which are not
narrative in style*
The material listed in the bibliography was limited to that which
deals specifically with missions* General material such as interpersonal
relationships were not included except under the aspects of nursing
functions*

4

Ho iB&teriald mte iaclu^4 in t'm bibliograpliy which portrayed
mj geographic area unleas the author wrote primarily of the method* and
approaches which raiseionariee should use.

MSfUDB of mmm
M analysis of d&cumentary material, -yfatch is a for® of descrip
tive research was the method used In this stu%.

-

, ^

Information regarding the materials available on missionary
endeavor were solicited by letter fro® twenty-five colleges which are
interested in religious education and missionary preparation, the
material# which these colleges recommended, together with the additional
materials which were found by the writer, were identified and studied in
four public libraries and six libraries which serve eight colleges or
universities* located in the Los Angeles area.
The materials thus gathered were evaluated on the basis of the
data of publication, scope of the materiel included, and the relationship
of the materiel to the subject of missionary nursing. Those materials
which were pertinent but outside the time limitation set for the bibliog
raphy were incorporated into the discussion of motivation, preparation
and qualifications for missionary nursing which is given in Chapter XI.
In Chapter III the aspects of missionary nursing which constitute
the classifications of missionary nursing used in the bibliography, war©
explained.
In Chapter IV tin publications which were recommended for the
study are listed in two bibliographies. A classified bibliography
contains those volumes which were identified and evaluated* The second
bibliography is unclassified a® the titles listed were not found locally.

5
The conclusiona and vecomm&datian of the study yfatch ate based
upoa kh& amount* availability and use of the materials found are given
in Chapter V. aec<M^endations for further study which could be done in
this area were made on the basis of the scope of the materials which
were identified*
jwxmxiioh of

wm

Hafcicmai worker» The national worker, in this study, has been
referred to as the person who was a citizen of the country in tdiich the
mission was located, and was differentiated frost the foreign worker who
eagae from another country.
« The fellow missionary has been referred to as
tdae foreign missionary worker, and in this study was used to describe
the foreign missionary group in any given mission station.
Hiss ion philosophy. Mission philosophy has been referred to as
that material which dealt with general principles, methods, and avenues
of approach in mission endeavor irrespective of the country in which it
was conducted.

mmm tt
SPECIAL P&IFA&AXIOK FOE MISSI0HARY miESIl® S^VICE
!£ls«m

vi#«ni &#14 ia xagarA to tbo atoA For tfoeiol

proporatloD of miaaioaarieo For tlaiir work omtam*** (km vim vhlch U
hold fey oooo misoioo board* 1* that an aducafctonal proparatlon wtolch 1#
eocioidoxod to moot satisfactorily fifes asads of a nursing position in film
hoomlsad viU squally satisfy fifes nssds of a siaiiar job oversea*.
Opposed to this is fifes visit fifeat fifes spseiai and unique stresses of

sfeiefe would fee necessary for a nurse doing a similar Job within her one
cultural environment •
Another view held is that a background of Christian living* Sabbath
school* church* and Bible class attendance ate the main sources of the
preparation that ia needed. Against this is the feeling that mission work
requires in addition to the spiritual preparation* a knowledge of methods
and tools* approaches and attitudes, concepts and understandings which
can only be acquired through concentrated earnest effort and study of
ttissienary methods#

Spiritual orsoaratioa. Those who write about missions stress
the need for the missionary to have been thoroughly converted and
spiritually motivated in his own life at

before he undertakes tbs

heavy responsibilities of mission work* Asirvathsm* on this point* takes
into account the fact that a Christian
6

is a developing process*

7

and

that although it cannot have reached maturity before a missionary

goes abroad, there should be strong evidence that he has had at least a
glimmering of this experience.* Lindsell says, ♦’The individual should
start being a missionary right where he is. Five tlioueand miles of ocean
will never make a man a missionary.*‘2 Higdon also stresses that the
missionary must be spiritually compelled.
A strong desire to go or to stay is not enough. Unless a
volunteer feels compelled to go he should stay at home! Human
needs compel him! His experience of God through Jesus Christ
compels him! His conviction that, ’'Woe is me, if X preach not
the Gospel” compels him! But unless he now expresses that com
pulsion in his service for those across the street, he should
not plan to undertake it across the world.3
Lindsell quotes from John Giimour of Mongolia who said in regard
to his conviction for service:
This command [go ye into all the world] seems to me to be
strictly a missionary injunction, and . . . my going forth is
a matter of obedience to a plain coamsndj and in place of seek
ing to assign a reason for going abroad, X would prefer to say
that I have failed to find any reason why I should stay at
home.^
Further, on the need and Importance of Christian qualities in a
person called to mission service, Lindsell says, !'Christian character and
,•

i

p

f «

I

■ *

i

'

:

‘

f

i

;

spiritual life are vital, and deficiencies are fatal.”5

l8<My Aairvatham, SalffcjJSity. IB iM Miffi Craeihl. (Calcutta:
Y.M.C.A. Publishing House, 1955), p. 5?.
^Harold Lindsell
Fleming U. Bevel1 Companyy, 1955), p. 78.

(Hew York:

%. K. Higdon,
Missionaries for Hew Days (St. Louis;
Bethany Press, 1956), p. 21. '
^Lindsell, q£, clt.. p. 62.
5Ibid., p. 94,

The

a
feclroicai pgapairafclon. The need for technical preparation la of
aJUaest equal importance with the need for aplrituai preparation* Brown
saps emphatically, 5'Here piety will not make a miesioaary, any aora than
mere patriot lam will make an amhaaeador**’^ Be ccmtinuea by saying that
the missionary must possess a trained mind and superior education* He
must he prepared to lead, to organise, and to give sound balanced judgment*7
Haggard in speaking regarding the preparation of medical mission
aries states that in addition to a knowledge of the Bible and a superior
medical education he should have

experience and understanding in the

general areas of psychology, sociology, and pedagogy* In particular, he
should have a knowledge of sanitary engineering, hospital construction,
hospital management and administration, bookkeeping, public speaking.

The nurse's preparation should be as comprehensive as that advo
cated for the medical missionary, for often it falls to her to relieve or
help the doctor in general management and planning*
Personal preparation* In addition to the need for high spiritual
and technical qualifications, there Is another aspect of preparation
which is largely up to the nurse herself* This is the personality and
character of the missionary nurse. It is subject to preparation mad
change only at great effort and upon an earnest desire of the Individual.

^Arthur J, Brown, The foreign Missionary* Yesterday and Today
(Bow Yorks flaming H* Reveil Company, 1950) t p* 71*
1m&; PP- W. H>.
®fred f« Haggard, "Preparation necessary for Successful Service
as a Medical Missionary," in Pennell P* Turner, ed.» Studfflsfcs and the
florid Hide
of
llgsast
gUg1fihgj et i#ni tv {Mew
v***" Yorks Student Volunteer

$

It is a combination of hereditary and environmental influencee from
earliest childhood* At the time of the call to mission service the
attitudes and attributes which tasks up the personality and the character
are largely fired, nevertheless they cannot be ignored regardless of the
excellency of her spiritual motivation and technical preparation.
To be effective these technical qualifications and abilities must
be asaociated with a personality which gives them life. Infused through
every fact of knowledge or portion of a skill must be a warm atmosphere
of kindness and sincerity which gains entrance to the hearts of the
people and thus wins acceptance for the new knowledge*
Qualifications and abilities may be a measure of the quality of
the nurse's technical preparation* Attitudes and attributes, likewise
may be a measure of the quality of her life* The farmer can be achieved
through formal study and guided experience, ? The latter, because it Is
the result of the entire experience of life is not easily altered except
by the awakening power of the Holy Spirit and by thoughtful* prayerful
surrender of the will to God*
Christ has given His Spirit as a divine power to overeoma all
hereditary and cultivated tendencies to evil, and to impress His own
character upon His church*9 Ho amount of education, no advantages, however
great, can make one e channel of light without the cooperation of the
fpirlt of God* A profession of religion pieces men in the church, but the
character and conduct show whether they are in connection with Christ*^

hllm 6. Uhltt*
Publicising Association,
l0Ibld,.

•MVS**

677.

(Mountain Views Pacific Press

IQ

liaise attitudes and attributes haw bam listed by several writers,
they are many, but foremost among those listed is a love for mankind, this
is not a coadesceading love* It is the love described by Jesus as the
second greatest commandment, ‘’Thou shait love thy neighbor as thyself
(Matt* 22:40)

This love will be evidenced in the attributes described

in I Cor. 13* . This love will prompt the missionary nurse to endeavor,
as Paul did, to be made lfall things to ail men that I might by all means
save some***

(X Cor* 9:22)

Some of the attitudes and. attributes which are especially impor
tant in the life of the missionary are as follows:
(X) Appreciation for ail people.
(2) Brotherliness, fellowship, worid-saiadedaoss♦
(3) Persistence, with a tenacity that defies defeat.
(4) A sense of humor that can acknowledge one's own mistakes.
<S> A consistent honesty, both privately md publicly, regardless
of the possibility of Hlosing face1* with the nationals.
(6) Flexibility in ideas and methods, tolerance of other views.
(7) Teachableness, awareness of own limitations.
(8) Curiosity and interest which is balanced by tactful respect.
(9) Impartiality In ail relations, objectivity and fairness in
judicial decisions.
(10) Loyalty to right regardless of possible social implications.

uAibert John Kurphy, gfeation for Wgrid-Htadednegg (Sew fork:
The Abingdon Press, 1931), p« 117.
^Liadseil, 0&. cit., pp. 90, 273.
13aigdon, op. cit., pp. 20, 21.

u
<U) CUttinwfy sinearity* «trmightfoxvartoss> mud cruthfulaets*
(12) Mmxmm&m of blommisigm mod * refusal re givs re re disreus*

Esgardlsss of wbsthsr thsss sffifudss are revrelsd touurd tbs
natioa&i uozksr or re tbs fsllou »lssiremry grouy» tbsir sffrets will hm
felt by res mission re « whole. The missionary nuree** nature is re open
e beolt re tbs nreisreis* res ere siren keen diseeresrs sf psspie.
tbsir dsy by day assoeietion with her* whs proposes re teach thre, provides
them re illustrates version ©* oar issssage. res esgree or tmsiity ex asr
life re hsr word is ^uichiy sensed end noted, to achieve this perfection
of ehareerer ie not Richly done* hashuth saye# ^neither do

bscone

great by a eingla etrokei they grew into it by harelc nastsry of
seiveSt and by moral sod spiritual foreas which were as silretly but as
surely ss gravitation,**^

result of coursos of iastruefion gl

in a schooij! it can bo strong*

tbssod and stinnlatod tbreugh literature retch deals with tbs

for

those characteristics in the mission wore*
Spiritual consecration red toehnicai and personal preparation in
the life of the missionary are equally essential re tbs effectiveness
of each other mod re res furtherance red acceptance of the Gospel in the
mission field*

*%alrer fU tambuth* ]
Student Volunteer Movement* 1

» V
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endeavor^ (2) the standards set up by the countries in which the mission
work- is located* and (3) the finances and personnel available for appoint•?

i

moat*
f

i

first of all* the mission*s objectives require a certain standard
.

;
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of preparation in all workers. ‘'The education of the missionary should
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f

be second to that of no other profession* «15 The reputation of the Gospel
i

of Christ* the future reception mid growth of the work in the country* and
5

the constituency which support the work demand that the work done must be
3

l

the best that is possible with the facilities available.
Secondly* the people of the less privileged countries* once so
•?

unaware of tlieir own needs* are now thinking.

They are using 5 5 to the

utmost the resources that are repealed to them by western Science*

aag

are mm setting up their standards for the types of missionaries whom
4

they mmt to teach them. The mission boards which send out personnel to
these areas must comply with their standards or else jeopardise the whole
work of the church in that country.
Lastly* the limitation of finance is a very necessary considera
tion of all mission boards. Ukmtimic the preparation is obtained

i^iiigdon, o£. cit.* p. 70.
,

Oouglas Hackensie* ‘'The necessary Intel lac tuai Equipment for
I
Missionary Work,'’ In Fennell P. Turner* ed.*
Iisoansloa of Christianity. (Sew York: Student Volunteer Movement*
»

p. IM*

IS
individually or under the auspices of the mission, the eventual outcomes
will constitute either a financial gain or loss to the hoard*

If the

appointee’s preparation adequately prepares him to meet m& fulfill the
requirements of the work* any expense in preparing and fcrmsporting him
to the field is gain.

However, if the preparation proves to be inadequate

and results in ineffective service or removal from the field, the losses
am heavy, not only in financial outlay, but in time, mission effective
ness, and in souls lost for the kingdom of God,
,?Alt mission boards want the best personnel they can attract, but
missions is a minority cause, and somehow the best do not sense the
challenge and never recognise that the foreign field offers them more
opportunity for the use of their talents with a harvest that outlasts
the temporal.'517

Because the talented individuals do not often present

themselves for mission service, the mission boards have to choose, the
best from among those that do apply.

This does not indicate that the

work of the missions is mediocre, but it does reveal the need for thorough
preparation, of those who are willing, that- they may be fitted to do the
work.
Mackenzie classified the necessary intellectual equipment into
three areas:

(l) the best training his homeland provides in the area of

bis profession, (2) a knowledge of the foreign civilisation, and (3) a
mastery of the language, which Mackenzie calls more than a duty, "a grace
and an art based upon science.*’^

i7Lindsell, og. pit., p. 84.
Slackens la, og, cit.. p. 141*

14
Higdon would add to this the need for a knowledge of research
tmthods and their tool®* To substantiate this need lie quotes from Frey tag,
;Tiesearch is the meeting point between our task and the factual, situation
of the man we haw to reach with the Gospel • * * .
providing information.

It is more than

It is trying to understand.*’^

Missionaries at one time

re considered authorities on anthro-

pology, providing SO per cent of all anthropological material before
1920.2® this is no longer true, and quoting again fro® Higdon:
1 Scientists do not respect the contributions of missionaries
in any field of learning except linguistics.*’ And he explains
that it is not eke to ’’particularly anti-Christian attitudes,
mi the part of the scientists, but rather in the fact that the
modem missionary seldom prepares himself for research, as
many of the earlier missionaries did.**21
In most mission boards there is a demand for workers which
exceeds the supply of even partially qualified personnel. This has
resulted in the appointment of missionaries who have limited preparation,
and, Higdon says, Has a result, the Christian cause suffers everywhere."22
Thus, the mission boards regard the preparation of the missionary to be
of great importance in ultimate effect on the total mission program.
The Importance of preparation according to the nationals. John
R. Mott, a counsellor on world missions, in 1910 was asked if missionaries
ware wanted or needed by the nationals. On a subsequent visit to the

l%igdon, oj>. cit., p. 79*
20lbid.. p, 78,
2lIbld., p. ?8.

22md.
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missions around the world, lie asked the Christian nationals this question,
and upon his return made this report:
X was able to bring back the significant report that not In a
majority of areas but in them all, including fields occupied by
three-quarters of the inhabitants of the non-Christian world, the
native Christian leaders without exception authorised me to state
that they both need and want more missionaries from the West but
in all instances they specified that these must be from the ablest
and best furnished that the student communities of Europe and
America can provide *23
How, nearly fifty years later, the situation has changed only in
the level of their standards for the missionaries* That some areas have
been closed to the work of missions is true, and shows that these peoples
are serious in their requests that only the ablest missionaries be seat
out by the mission boards* Missionaries are still wanted by many areas
in the world field, but their qualifications are being challenged*
The Christianity taught by the early missionaries has resulted
in a social rebirth of some of these underprivileged countries*

As,

Millstone says, ’’You cannot preach to & man outside of his social
environment,’-** so also you cannot convert his soul and leave his environ
ment unaltered. As these people have accepted Christ they have become
aware of their social needs* As they continue to grow spiritually, they
will continue to develop better social methods* Missionaries must con
tinue to grow with them if they are going to continue to meet their needs.
Tills is particularly true in education, and is rapidly becoming so in
medical work in many areas. Asirvathasa stresses that missionaries are

23joh» a. Mott, Addresses and Papers (New York;
Missionary Council, 1947), p. 357.

International

24F, W. Millstone, Christianity and Corntminicatlons (New York:
Charles Scribner*s Sons, 1956)7'p* 87

u
mt needed to do manual work* supervise dormitories* or other similar
tasks; Indians have been trained and are capable of these tasks* He does
list a group of positions that am needed to be filled for

time to

come by the Western missionary* These axe mostly educational positions*
He states further that the national nexpects every genuine missionary to
be e world citizen. To a large extent he must he raceless and nationless
even as Jesus

ttllS

B& j&semm. si mammas, semitm 1st £& mm- « *>»*•
are responsibilities placed upon the missionary nurse which require
greeter or broader preparation than she has received* she will be the
first to sense her leek* This Is the beginning of e struggle within her
A struggle to decide if the work would profit

from her withdrawal

from the situation or from e determined effort to do the beet that she
can uaoer the circumstances» m both situations the experience is not
pleasant nor easy* Hie choice either way may destroy her seif«confidence
mod opportunity for further work* or it may promote growth and foster
personal and intellectual development* This will depend largely upon her
attitudes* motivation* basic abilities end philosophy*
If for no other reason than personal satisfaction and growth* the
missionary nurse feels that special preparation to meat the challenge of
mission work Is vital*
This special preparation doee not imply specialisation* Indeed*
it ie largely the opposite* for the breeder her background of preparation
and the greater and more diversified her natural

^Asirvatham* oj>* cit** p* 62*

t?
acquired skills the greater will be ber value to the mdte&l mission,
Thi© does not iBenn that she should not include special study in an.area
which interests her, for thereby she may be able to mke. a special con*
tribution to the work, but this should be in addition to her general
preparation in other areas of nursing.
Adaptation in the keynote of missionary nursing. The nurse who
has learned and used varied methods effectively in many fields of nursing
will be more flexible .in her approach to the nursing needs of the country
in which she works.26

■■s

A very necessary part of the nurse’s preparation is an apprecia
tion of the cultures and the people, and an understanding of human
relations when two cultures meet. Some of this must necessarily be
acquired cm the field, but attitudes which will prompt a deep study of
it can be developed while still in the homeland preparing herself for
service overseas.
The missionary nurse also feels that, like medicine, her pro
fession is continually changing* Therefore the preparation which she
had before she went overseas, regardless of how complete it was, is
inadequate to meet a lifetime of service. Repeated returns to learning
environments while on furlough will help to keep her preparation progres
sive and her abilities parallel with the growing demands of medical work.
L1TEMTUSE FULFILL IfJO TEg MW FOt TOPAEATIOH
The Bible is the underlying foundation for all missionary work.
It is the authority and the source for true laissionery motive and

26tatii Sleeper, What Kind of Hum.," Aaerican Journal of Huralna,
%%,*333, duly, lf32.
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Isiiper&fclve*^7 Wherever the Bible is used or studied, it’s appeal is felt,
for Christ was the first missionary sent from God for the saving of a
lost race, the Bible is the story of that mission, and includes direc
tives for all missionary work, Lindseli describes the place of the Bible
in mission motivation thus;
The missionary character of the Word of God is indisputable,
and it constitutes the ground on which the whole cause of missions
rests. Because the Bible is itself a missionary book and because
the Bible professes to make missions the unalterable obligation
for those who profess faith in Christ it may be seen that the mo
tivation for missionary work is derived from tilt Bible and any
imperative which makes missions a sine qua non can alone find
justification in the Scriptures,28
•
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Wlterever the Bible is studied and through whatever avenues the
study of the Bible is fostered, all are to be considered means of moti
vation to missionary work. All who study the Bible may not be motivated
to do mission work, but all who have gone into the world field as
missionaries have at some time in their experience heard the challenge
of the great commission of Christ, nGo ye into ail the world and preach
the gospel.”
Many decisions to engage in missionary work are made during a
missionary convocation, or while visiting with missionaries who have
given service and can easily inspire young people with reports and
enthusiasm.
After the awe-inspiring moment when this conviction is felt, and
the person is motivated to plan her life in the service of her Master,
there comes a lull. Although motivation is sincere, it cannot be
separated at this point from the actual environment is which it took

2?Karaid Lindseli, ______ _____
Fleming H, Eeveii Company, 1955), pp, 30, 31,
28|Md„ p. 35.

(Hew York;
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place. Once the environment has changed, it la herd to recall the feel
ings which led to the decision* This is the time for literature to work
a more sound and long-lasting motivation*
As the person comes apart from the emotional influences of faces,
places and group feeling, she should he enabled to think through the
situation calmly and prayerfully weighing the pros and cons* Questions
will arise regarding her work, the country, its people, her home, her
family and her own plans*

If there is literature available which can

answer her questions or at least direct her thinking, this period, when
true motivation is horn, will be eased. In the quiet of her thoughts
she will recapture the inspiration she felt the first day, but this ties
the awe will be anchored in true determination and consecration*
However, without literature, the lull which so often follows the
first decision seems to drown the feelings and emotions that surrounded
it* The sincere and noble motivation la without even these transitory
supports in the face of the questions which so naturally come* This is
not to say that all such motivation dies at this time* If this were true,
the hundreds of missionary nurses who are now

rving, and have served.

overseas would never have gone* True motivation to serve is due to the
influences of the Holy Spirit^ *nd the easae power can nurture its growth
during periods of doubt end depression es well as during times of peace*
Hissionary literature through the church* The church, the main
representative of the Gospel in the world, is theoretically behind end
fostering all motivation to mission service. By literature distributed
through the various avenues of missionary volunteer meetings, weeks of
prayer, Christian emphasis weeks, and other organized religious convo
cations, the young person can be strongly motivated to work for the

ao
salvation of others* Youth camps and youth conferences are becoming
increasingly usore important as avenues to mission motivation. One mission
society reports that such gatherings were responsible for approximately
75 per cent of all decisions to volunteer for overseas mission work.

>

However, this work Is sometimes challenged because it contains "too'much
sensationalism and too strong an appeal to the emotions and not enough
personal guidance, nor sufficient counseling later."29 this is the point
at which literature could do a great deal to anchor the determination into
a sound conviction that Christ lias called.
Hissionary literature through the school.

A study of the sources

of inspiration which were reported by missionaries to have been funda
mental to decisions for overseas service was reported by Higdon of the
United Christian Missionary Society.3® Of 212 responses to the question
of "Who most influenced your decision for overseas service?" fifty-eight
named teachers as the primary source of their motivation, and forty-eight
times as the secondary influence in the decisions made. Teachers
constituted the largest single group, but no differentiation was made as
to what level of school these particular teachers taught.

In commenting

on this fact Higdon statess
—but Sunday school, grade and high school teachers probably
outnumber college and seminary professors. Too few students are
recruited in [higher] educational institutions.31

29s. K. lUgdcm, Kgw Missionaries &£ 3e& Isi2£. <£s' ‘*ouis!
Frees, 1956), p. 42.
2°ibld.. p. 41.
P* *3*
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The feet that ,?saore candidates are sent to some of thee then are
obtained from them”3* suggests that these higher educational institutions
could use literature mors effectively to crystalise the decisions to
serve Christ in overseas fields ehich were made earlier in the school

The school of nursing, theoretically, affords the ideal situation
whereby the young

who is already motivated to be a missionary.

can receive an equally compelling motivation to use her nursing skills in
the service of her Hester in countries where the health needs of the
people are so great* Actually, this idesl situation exists in few schools*
Hot all nursing instructors are

of the nursing needs of other countries*

Many of the schools do not have much material which presents tbs challenge
of original work, needy people, underprivilegeds areas and lack of modem
facilities* Xf they had such literature, it would stir the hearts of
many nurses* The physical and spiritual nseda of the people, if presented,
could rekindle the fires of missionary motivation which have burned dim
through the intervening yearn of preparation*
feme schools of nursing which are operated under the auspices of
a church or a denomination do realise the needs and are aware of the
opportunities open to the missionary nurse, but few use their opportunities
to motivate for mission service as effectively es they could*
Thus it can he seen that the preparation of the missionary nurse
should be based upon the whole life* Spiritual preparation, technical
education and experience, and Christian character and personality
development are all very essential* Hone of these cm stead alone, and

“asi.

5^3
mm

each mm mmt depend upon the other# to he able to make It# own unique
contribution to the objective of soul •saving held by the missionary*
these preparations must be deeper and broader than for a similar
position in the homeland because of the special and peculiar needs of
the mission work* however, it must be pointed out that man dees not
work alone* God has promised to go with the worker to the ends of the
earth* Higdon quotes from a psychiatrist who works with the mission
boards in their selection of personnel:
We can tell you a good deal about a volunteer, his mental '
ability, his emotional stability, his vocational interests* But
who can say what a man can do who puts his life fully into the
hands of God*^^
Summary* The spiritual motivation a person feels for the mission
work is his commission* The personal attributes be possesses determines
the suitability of the life’s preparation for the work* The professional
end technical preparation is vital to carrying out the specific task
assigned*
The preparation of the appointee must be such that the objectives
of the mission work can be realised, the demands of the nationals be met,
and the appointee be enabled to realise satisfaction in her work*
The circulation, study and reading of the Bible and mission
literature provides a deep and more enduring influence upon the mind than
most other means of motivation* As preparation, literature becomes a
guide and a handbook to direct the individual in learning the skills of
mission methods and soul-saving which are needed in interracial and inter*
cultural endeavor*
33Blgdan, ofe* elt*« p. if*

CHAPTER III
KISSXOKMY NURSING
A Brief History of Hissiotiary Haralag
>

Throughout the years since Christian missionary work began* it
has usually taken one of three forms:

evangelism, education* or medicine•

Evangelism and education were the first methods of approach used In
mission work, and these mission enterprises can be identified in history
during the seventeenth century.

Not* however* until 1019 did the first

rnedical missionary leave the United States for overseas work,1

By 1849

there were forty aedic&l missionaries in the world, of which twenty •six
were American and twelve were English,2

in 1920, seventy years later, 557

medical missionaries were in world fields.3

Tills rapid growth testifies

to the need for medical missions In general* and also testifies to the
acceptance of medical missions by non-Christian cultures*
Early in the experience of medical missions their value was
questioned by mission boards, but by the year 1920 an Interchurch World
Movement survey stated that Medical work through Christian Missions is
subject to no challenge and no criticism even from the non-ChristIans,
save for the fact that it is now inadequate. *i4

^Edwin Munseli Bliss, The gacyeloped
(New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 1891), p. 49.

, Vol. IX

2Xbid.
3Interchureh World Movement of North America* World Survey,
Vol. IX (New York: Interchurch Press* 1920), p. 25.
^Ibid.
23

24
Arthur J* 3mm, who to m authority on miooionarioo and their
work* adds to this otat&aoat on the value of aedleaX aiooioao bio belief
that ftm other yhaae of miooioo work has done more to soften hearts and to
opm doors* no other has been wore fruitful in spiritual results
At just whet point in asdical missions1 history between Its begin*
ning in ISlt and 1923 nurses entered the field of missionary work is not
known. Literature during this period frequently refers to the medical
missionary, but it is always speaking of the physician when it uses the
term. Occasionally a nurse or nursing sister is mentioned* but her work*
position* responsibilities or training are seldom discussed,
this limited amount of refsrenee to nuraes Is understandable in
view of the fact that during this period nursing as a profession was only
beginning to find its place and to prepare young
nurse9$ main contribution, during this'time
relieving the doctor of
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A, Fletcher Hoorshead reported:
A nursing sister can relieve the doctor of the personal care
that he meat otherwise give to the patient *e diet* bedding* and
that those essentiel items in their
and tibe
medical and surgical treatment for which a trained nurse la
needed* ere properly carried out ,6
Subsequent to this time the references to missionary nursing in
literature have become more general and aim less descriptive* Host
current comments on missionary nursing are limited to an acknowledgment of
it as en acceptable avenue of service for women.

^Arthur Judson Brown* The foreign Hissionary (Hew fork: Fleming
S* Sewell Company* 1907)* p, 103,
o;
%, Fletcher Hoorshead*
Medical Missions (Hew fork: Century Frees*

:
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This lack of printed material on missionary nursing might be due
to two causes:

(I) Hissionary nursing may not exist in the minds of

missionary critics and authors as a separate profession from that of ■
medicine,

feasibly they consider it a contributing part of the whole

medical work, but not significantly different in principles and methods
from the work of the medical missionary, tine physician, to be worthy of
separate treatment.

(2) Some writers may not consider missionary nursing

to differ from nursing as it is practiced in more highly developed •
countries.

To these two possible causes for the dearth of literature on

missionary nursing might be added the fact that nurses in general are not
often writers, nor do those employed in mission positions have much
leisure fcitae; therefore, the laissionary nurses, who are the best qualified
to describe their work, foster this lack of literature by their silence.
Both of the above-mentioned causes have no doubt influenced the
present situation to some extent. Nevertheless, the fact remains that
there is very little written which contains the duties md philosophy of
missionary nursing as it meets the needs of a people who ere beginning to
awaken to their needs and their potentialities through education and health.
The purpose of literature is varied.

It mmy be to spread knowl

edge, to attract attention, to foster a cause, to entertain, or to
challenge thinking. Without literature, a cause or endeavor is either
greatly hindered or limited. Missionary nursing is in such a position.
Stories have been written about the needs- of the world fields and the work
of the nurse in overseas situations. These stimulate an interest in many
young women, but when these same young women request literature which

2£
can tell them what the missionary nurse’s position requires in prepare*
felon and ability, there is no volume which can be handed to them for
study.?
Articles, pamphlets, and circulars are printed by a few of the
mission boards*

These contain some basic concepts* but are largely for

promotion and of little value to the individual who wants to have the
total picture.

Although these materials are available upon request from

the various missionary movements, they are not widely distributed.
This lack of explicit literature dealing with missionary nursing
may contribute to the fact that mission boards are finding it increasingly
difficult to enlist nurses in overseas mission work.
A Definition of Missionary Hurcina
Missionary nursing may be considered a spiritually and evangelistic*
ally motivated professional level of nursing.

It is carried out to its

fullest potential while being adapted to the needs of the people within
their particular national, cultural, economic» and environmental cireum*
stances.
Missionary Kurging Differs from !furein^ in the Homeland.
Missionary nursing differs from nursing in .-ore highly developed
countries in its approach and methods and not in the underlying principles
of nursing, which are international1y applicable.

The missionary nurse

endeavors to see and meet the challenge of the people’s need within the
milieu of their culture and facilities.

It attempts to adapt to needs

while striving to make every adaptation reach as near perfection as is
possible.

^Letter from frank Price, Missionary Research Library, February,
1959.

2?
It is often an original and independent work \*ich requires
Initiative* creativity* and consistent perseverance#

a

It endeavors to

keep an opennitided approacli, often seeing and learning nmf ways from the
local culture in order to realise its ultimate objective* It tries to
evaluate critically and to accept these new means and imtlvods in -terns
of the principles involved and not on the basis of feeling* nai;loan!iso*
end cultural preference#
Kieelmmry nursing* ae it endeavors to bring health and healing
to the people of-less developed countries* must mold the habits of the
people to healthful patterns and also mold nursing measures to fit their
need* The nurse must constantly seek to clothe the -principles of nursing
and healthful living- .in methods which are acceptable and achievable in
that culture* Unless the forces of culture and the principles of health
cm. be brought to a common ground of mutual adaptation, the effects of
nursing and health teaching will be transitory.
In order to achieve this common ground of mutual adaptation* the
nurse who goes to an underprivileged country must imbibe the culture of
the people to the point that the adaptation of nursing to culture and
culture to nursing can take place within herself. As she achieves this
high level of ©©pathetic understanding, she will be able to give’ not only
of her services but will also leave behind her educational progeny who
will continue to propagate the work which she lias begun*
Missionary nursing involves more than efficient* effective use
of nursing tools in the care of the sick and needy in underprivileged

®Alice M* Cowell* The Murse in the Mission Field (Hew York:
Student Movement, n.d*)* p* 4.

ZB
catmfcries.

tim tem 5tala«ioiiar^n' implies being ssmt mi a mission or aa
, 9
appointed task.
XMs teak Is tke restoration of iaan» spiritually as
mU. as physically, to the laaga of his Creator. 10 Horsing is an effec
tive mam to this end.
To be a missionary nurse implies that the nurse has so felt the
call to work for the restoration and eventual salvation of mankind that
nursing to her is an avenue through which she can accomplish her purpose
of missionary work. !

*’

"

" *

Hursing, however, is not carried out soley to convert souls. '
healing itself is a manifestation of the love of Cod, Who is moved with
compassion by our infirmities.

(Matt. 14:14)

5'Christ never subordinated

Els ministry to the body until if became a bait whereby His ministry to
the soul secured a hearing.!fH

Cod is no respecter of persons.

Eis

blessing falls upon the just and the unjust, and so it should be with
missionary nursing.

The services of the missionary nurse are available

to all regardless of their reception of the Gospel,

nevertheless, her

kindness, sympathies and gentle care often open hearts to the Gospel.
This kindness she does not manifest because she wants to make converts
but because she cannot, as a Christian, treat humanity in any other way,;
In this light, missionary nursing is considered to be one of the
most satisfying types of nursing, and because of its closeness to the

9Webster’s Meg. Collegiate dictionary (Springfield, Massachusetts:
G. & C. Merriast Co., Publishers, 1956), p. 538,
!%U©» G« White, Medical Mlttlefciry (Mountain View, California:
Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1932), p. 187.
llMoorshead, op. cit., p. 12.
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liv©8 of the people it is an effective, if not one of the laost effective,
means of missionary endeavor.
\
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untouched by analytical thinkers, to give a description of it which
would be internationally acceptable would be very difficult because of
the differences in every country. Hurses from medical missions only one
.
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may report a different description of the nurse’s job to that which the
nurse sees herself to fill.
■j

These differences are understandable, for no two people or
countries are alike, and yet underlying the work of the missionary nurse
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purpose of this study the subject of missionary nursing was divided into
five broad areas dealing with different aspects of the work. These five
areas are discussed in the remainder of this chapter, and are used as
classifications for the bibliographical materials listed in Chapter XV.
Missionary nursing functions.

The art of nursing as It is taught

in the larger, more developed countries of the world can rarely be carried
out in less developed areas, Moorshead says that ’'the vocation of the
missionary nurse requires that she must have a wider preparation than that
given fey her nurse’s training.’^ often she is faced with responsibilities
in administration, finances, leadership, and teaching and even medicine
for which she has had no instruction or preparation during her education

i%oorshead, o£. cit.. p. 131.
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in a school of nursing.

Rarely does the overseas missionary nurse par

ticipate in the actual nursing care, except in demonstration| but rather
in education, training, supervision, and direction of the local people
who are under clinical instruction or are employed by the mission for the
actual care of the sick.
Horsing in missions also involves a co-working relationship with
the doctor.

This varies with the area, personality, and capabilities of

the staff. Where one doctor and one nurse are carrying on the work of a
medical mission, there are times when one or the other must be absent,
and this necessitates a knowledge of the other’s duties so that the work
can go forward. For the nurse this includes a knowledge of diagnosis if
she is to recognise conditions in time to save life by either treatment
or by removing the patient to where skilled help is available# Where the
staff is sufficiently large so that absences can be covered by others of
the same profession, this is not as vital; nevertheless, the knowledge
would not be amiss to any nurse in mission service.
The nurse should be conversant with the diseases common to Che
area in which she works. Many of these diseases slie may have never seen
before her arrival in the field# Her duties should include a study of
these conditions until their characteristic symptoms, treatment and
nursing care are a part of liar fund of .knowledge#
Basically, missionary nursing always involves teaching. Whether
in an organised nurses* educational program, instruction given to tier
nursing staff, or in health education of the people who visit the
hospital, the nurse will find that it is impossible to work and not to

3i
teach* Walter &• Lasabuth expresses this responsibility of the nurse
thus;
Surpassing all that has been said about tbs graat service
which the trained nurse sey sender in the mission field is the
opportunity that comas to many to develop notional nurses.
therefore if she has laassad the principles which underlie ail
education and learning, her work of nursing in m interracial situation
will he facilitated.

BHSHaa asS Mssmisl rplatitmg. As wm stated
earlier, the nurse must become familiar with the people of the country
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is understanding of the national heritage. This understanding is bora
of an unprejudiced and unselfish willingness to see life from the other
person*s viewpoint. 6. A. Oollock, in his book on missionary preparation
says;
The missionary will find it stimulating to let his imagine*
tion play freely upon that harltaga that la actually his own*
As he plumbs the extant to which it colours his character rad
outlook, the strength of the association with which it provides
him, the strange power of its inhibitions in regions of habits and
of inner life, he will realise that if another man stood beside
him. Ignorant~~perhaps even scornful—of this heritage and
pervaded by tbs influences of another and equally complex heri
tage of his own, the two would not quickly mast in thought or
combine in action—they lack common ground.L*
The nurse’s work enables her to association with the people at
what Col lock calls "Springs of common Humanity." He continues:

York:

l3Waiter A. Lambuth, Hedical Missions: The Two Fold Task (Mew
Student Volunteer Movement, 1920), p« 157.

l*C. A. Oollock, An Introduction to Missionary Service (London :
Oxford University Press, 1921), p. 10.
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Great instincts and passions lie at the center of hmm
nature^ md those who have tine patience and love to penetrate to
the core meet in a region beyond differences of heritage and
race* The eieoeatai fact© of birth and death, life end love.
good and evil* youth and age are omnipresent, and lie who is
simple enough and strong enough to pierce through the superficial
coverings • • • is beginning to learn the lesson—so forcibly
impressed on the world by Christ but so little understood—of the
unity and brotherhood of man.*5
Much has been written about the problem of race and its relation
to the Christian Church. Many of the probl

which confront the

missionary in regards to race are based upon attitudes and feelings
which were acquired very early in life.

Therefore, to prepare a person

to meet these problem© in his mission experience requires a great deal
of consistent, prayerful determination to know what Christ would do in
the same situation. On this point Lindsell states;
Race with all that this word entails confronts the beginner.
The regenerate ones are ’‘brothers’4 in Christ. The unregenerate
nationals are no different from unregenerate white men in
America except for the pigment of their skin. But the difference
in the color of the ©kin may be the controlling factor. Ho
missionary can afford the luxury of race antipathy whether tliat
antipathy be submerged beneath the outer crust of Cliristisn
doctrinal concepts which forbid it (for it will soon come out of
its hiding) or whether it is openly acknowledged. In either case
the effectiveness of the missionary is lost, and lie might just as
well stay at boae.*^
In association with people of other races, in regions beyond
heritage and race, the nurse will grow in understanding of herself, her
mission and God.

As she adapts to the culture of the people, she will

he. humbled and strengthened as she meditates upon the adaptations which
God through Christ made to reach the human race.

i5lbid.. p. 17,
l%arold Lindsell, Missionary Principle© md Practice (Hew York;
Fleming H. Re veil Company* 1955), p. 182.
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The service she renders fro® a heart full of such understandings
will be acceptable to God and in the favor of man.
Missionary nurslns^ md interpersonal relations.

Interpersonal
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tmy be ruined by one individual whose temperament is defective and whose
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life brings blight rather tlian blessing.*7 Mission environments, because
of the limited outside social opportunities, are prone to exaggerate the
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will be doubly accentuated abroad, and three thousand miles of ocean does
not thereby iraprove a men any xoore than it makes a missionary.*8

The

relationships which soraettos exist between fellow missionaries are often
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very upsetting and not infrequently discouraging to tlie new missionary.
J

Lindsell says:
As if it ^re not enough for the first termer to face odds
and troubles of the field Itself, lie must also face adjustment *
in relation to his own colleagues who are people of the same
background and color. Queer people do get to the mission field.
The new missionary himself my be one of them. If he is not,
there will be others who are. And with them lie must get along
from day to day* Modem industry has discovered that changes
in personnel and dismissals fro® jobs ... do not occur for
inability to do the work assigned * • • but because of inability
to get along with people. And on the mission field the same
problem exists.*8

uIbld.. p. 90,
l8Xfald.. pp. 90, 91.
19Ibld.. p. 185.
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la addition to geueral pxiiicipl&s of iatevparwaal relatloos
wiilcli lava bemi quoted, tha nurse, who Is usually single, must exercise
special caution in her relationships. »
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Whatever the Christian faith has done for women across the
centuries progress has not heart made to the mm degree in other
cultures. • «* Faced with the never-ending situations involving
mu in the national churches the foreign missionaries cannot
exercise too much care and caution in this regard. . • . There
will he many activities md actions she [the single worker] will
be forced to forego because of the sensitivities of the nationals
to them. 20
Skills in human relatione will aid the nurse in her adjustment
However, the greatest need is a Christian

to others in the mission.

experience which is revealed by simplicity, humility, teachableness and
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a mif-sacrificing nature that 'bespeaks a genuine Christian character ,21
|* In recent years
medical missions have been challenged as a project for making converts.
!missionary statesmen in the main have rejected this viewpoint and have
clung to the evangelistic function of the medical mission. • * • Medical
missions lias never obscured its true purposes. From its inception
missionary organisations 'have indicated that behind medical means lies
spiritual goai8.H22
Horsing and medical staffs appointed to overseas service are
under missionary appointment • They will function, not as pastors but m
lay evangelists, and for these duties they should be prepared and receive

2%bi4«, p. 187*
21ibid., p, 85.
22Ibid * > pp * 22 b, 228«
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recognition,23 The principles of evangelism should be part of a nurse's
preparation, for nursing is a raeans of evangelism.
Your men and young women must be fitted to engage in medical
missionary work as physicians and nurses, But before these workers
are seat into the field, they must give evidence that they have the
spirit of service, that they are breathing a medical missionary
atmosphere, that they are prepared for evangelical work,24
Titus, for all medical and nursing missionary personnel, the
methods of evangelism and the principles which guide them are as vital
to their work as are the principles and methods of medicine or nursing.
Missionary nursing and interracial co^un^catious.
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nurses must associate with the people. This association requires many
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and devious methods of communication. There are no peoples, regardless
of their level of development, who cannot communicate,
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True, their
X

language may be unwritten, or, if written, be unread by the major portion
of the population, but tills does not eliminate the other avenues of comeuaicatioa.

If the nurse is to fulfill her obligation to study the people

and the culture of the country, she must be willing to study also their
methods of communication.

In fact, an ability to communicate must be

achieved before any true understanding of the people or the culture can
be realised.
Eugene A, Nlda, a translator for the American and Foreign Bible
Society says that:
Language can and must he learned if the Word of God is to be
communicated in the words of men, but this cannot be done outside

23Ibid., p. 230,
^Ellen G, White, Evangelism (Washington, D.C.:
Publishing Association, 1946)", p. 518,
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of the total fraaeworlv of the culture, of which the language
in question is an integral part *23
*■

Moorehead says that if the nurse is to teach she must he able to
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acquire a good knowledge of the language
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never be a one-way process# There must be a mutual, reciprocal relation*
ship, & eating together of mind with mind, word with word, if information
is to be sparked to new life and suffused with the glow of new meaning.27
In the work of the missionary nurse cosxsuaication may include
feelings, facial expressions, gestures, and actions, ail of which are
symbols of their underlying cultural heritage and often can only be
correctly understood in that context.

Seldom., if ever, is an interpreter

able to convey the whole meaning of what is spoken or shown in a conver
sation. Often in medical histories, feelings and symptoms are emotionally
involved and will not be divulged in the presence of an interpreter. The
nurse, who will feel it tier duty and her privilege to learn the language
of the people, and does learn it through organised study, through casual
and tireless association with the people, will prove her empathetic
interest in them, and her efforts will not be unrecognised by the people
GoHock has expressed this same thoughts

she seeks to serve.

The missionary who would gain inner kinship with his fellows
of other races must alter into the cultural heritage on which
their lives are based. Leisure time—and many study hours—must
be given to amassing knowledge as to the heritage of his adopted
country, until through stirring of imagination it becomes almost
as real to him as his own. Be other than himself He cannot, but

2%ugeae A. Hide, Customs and Cultures 0Sew York;
Brothers Publishers, 1934), p. 223.

Harper and

i.

2%oor»head, og# clt.. p. 151.
5

{

27f. W. Bill is tone, Christianity and Comsmavlcation (Hew York!
Charles Scribner^ Sons, 1936i', p. 151.

3?
there is room within hi® for what is vital to the lives of
other men. He can approach the secret springs of their
national life with reverence. What he finds will not only
unlock the personality of others but enlarge and enrich his
oi».28
When a missionary nurse can reach this level of understanding
which Gollock describes, she will have achieved the ability to participate
in reciprocal cossnunlcatlon, and can be a great blessing to the total
medical and missionary work.
Sutaaaary
the beginning of missionary nursing in the history of medical
missions is not definitely known. Tbs position of missionary nursing
which began as an assistant to the medical missionary, the physician, in
the physical care of the sick, is only briefly discussed in books printed
around the turn of the century. Books which are published today on
missions discuss the work and position of the nurse even less than those
published earlier. Relatively little study has been given to the actual
work of a missionary nurse.

The details of her job will vary with every

area and every staff. This fact aiakes specific description difficult,
but the over-all concepts of mission nursing are applicable in most
situations, and can be used to develop concepts of the job of the
missionary nurse.
Missionary nursing was defined and classified under five major
aspects. These included, (1) her diversified nursing functions and
responsibilities, (2) her need to understand the culture and national
heritage of the people, (3) her adjustment to mission life and to fellow
personnel, (4) her responsibility in evangelism, and (3) her purposes and
obligations to learn the language of the people.
28qo 1 lock, op. £i»** *
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CHAPTER IV
PREPARATION OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHY
In order to find the current general mission literature which was
available and was being used in missionary preparation, an inquiry was
sent to twenty-five colleges who specialise in religious and missionary
education* Fifteen of the twenty-five colleges replied, nine of which
provided a total of 147 bibliographical listings on missions* These
included narratives, histories, biographies, philosophies and principles
dealing with mission endeavor* Two of these nine colleges sent the
names of twelve books which were used in nursing or medical classes
which were being conducted for non-medical personnel* Hone of these
twelve books were related to mission nursing, but were rather general
nursing works such as those used in all schools of nursing or in first
aid classes*
The six colleges of the fifteen who did not furnish bibliographies
stated that they did not have books in their library on the subject
requested or that they did not have the bibliographies prepared on these
subjects*
Of the 147 books which were recommended by the nine colleges.
forty-one were considered to be within the limitations of the annotated
bibliography* These were searched for in libraries serving six univer
sities and four public city libraries, in addition to the two libraries
In the College of Medical Evangelists* Other books recommended but which
were not found locally were obtained through interlibrary loan* Addi
tional books were found through independent library investigation during
38
/

39
the study. Those hooks which were found were studied sufficiently for

'I

the purpose of selection* categorizing and annotation.
The remainder of the applicable hooks which were not obtainable
locally, were listed as having been suggested by the colleges. These
obviously could not be classified nor annotated. Their value is unknown
and are only Included as an additional source of material which is possibly
suitable to missionary nursing preparation.
Also included is a list of addresses from which can be obtained
mission literature or bibliographies of mission literature available.!
Methods used in the selection of the materials.
**«#******.■>»*. «■
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Although non© of
***

the books in this bibliography deal with the subject of missionary nursing,
they do contain concepts which are applicable. In the absence of any
literature specifically written on missionary nurses, their qualifications.
the job specifications, and the position of nurses in medical missions,
these general works have been cited. The amount and value ©f the contri
bution each work makes toward the body of missionary nursing knowledge
will vary.

Some may be entirely applicable, others may be limited to

only a chapter, a page ar even & paragraph.

However, if it was considered

to fulfill one of the criteria Hated below, it was included.
Criteria used in the selection, cf the material. A criteria was
mifMm» •■!.! ■».
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developed for the purpose of selection and evaluation of materials. It
is as follows:
(1) Would it help the nurse to understand the needs, culture.
habits and life of the people? Would it increase her tolerance of other
races?

Appendix B.
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(X) Would it help tha nurse to understand the reactions within
herself when she meets and works with another culture?
(3) Would it help the nurse to accept and work cooperatively with
her fellow missionaries?
(4) Would it increase the nurse’s appreciation for harmony in
community effort when the group is small?
(3) Would it help the nurse to realire the relationship of nursing
to world evangelism?
(6) Would it help the nurse to sense the need and importance of
personal communications with the people?
(?) Would it help the nurse to see mission work as a calling which
requires the highest possible development of her spiritual and intellectual
powers?
(8) Would it help the nurse to see her own limitation and to
realise that success in her work depends upon her dependence on God?
(9) Would it foster initiative, creativity, and adaptability in
the nurse?
(10) Would it foster missionary motivation?
Two other limitations were set for the material.

The first was

that only materials written during the past twenty years or subsequent to
the beginning of World War II were used. This was to find out how much
was written during this period., and to give special emphasis to the
changes in philosophy of missions which is resulting from the nationalistic
movements commonly seen today.
The second limitation was that only histories, philosophies and
principles of mission work were used. Narrative books were not used
because of their possible subjectivity, and also because their main
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purpose is generally motivation, and they do not lend themselves to
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1* MiMm&i
Marly, John, m Qutlxm q£ Uiml&m*

BI&lAfoly&Uk: Muhlfea^erfe Pres®,

if45* 308 pp.
P4«et i is a. caocxsa, reack^bie review of lo^&sions yogirniuig with
apostolic tissues aa4 contiaaed fclirougb 1938* Part II is a acre
data*led uiscoty of toe aissioa work la tua aajor world areas*
kacourefete, keoaeto Scott* JkMMB,U 2* Hi
Si
7 vols. Mew York; Harper aad Brothers, 1937*45*
A very complete and detailed history of the growth of Christianity
through the centuries* Toe set is extensively validated with foot
notes and bibliography.
1*

Hon-Chrlstian Cultures and Religions

Anderson, 3.M.O. ed, The Worlds keligioas. Chicago: lacer-Varsity
Press, 1950* 20b pp.
This work presents a coliectl<m of articles on the main nonCar 1stjuan religions of the world by men who have worked in the area.
Archer, John Clark. Faiths inafc Men hive By* becond edition* Mew York:
The konaid Press, 1958. 553 pp.
All of the major religions of the world including some primitive
ones are given a conprshensivs and detailed description which provides
understanding of the faith as well as factual knowledge.
Head, Margaret, hew hives for Old; Cultural Trans-format ions * hew York:
William Morrow and Co*, 1958. 548 pp*
This extensive work on cultural change is authoritative, and
provides good source material on the subject.

Kraemer, Hendrik. The Christian Message in a Mon-Christian World* ^ew York;
Harper and Brothers, 1938. 454 pp.
this book is written from a broad experience with the mission work
in non-Christian areas* The relationship which exists between the
various philosophies is objectively described.

>
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Belli9 Stamen Charles» The Christian Society, Hew York: Harper and
Brother®, 1953. 334 pp. ~
the author discusses the subject of the Chrlstim Society in its
cultural enviromaent. It is an objective appraisal of the true, longtena results of the church.

4. Qmmm.i.mtiwk

Pei, Kario. ys®mm fS£ MlSE&A* HfeSE M M M &3£ “ MSSSE 1£.

Haw York: Devin-Adair Company, 1956 . 340 pp.
Presented is a compreiiejisive review of languages in our saodem
world. The subject of language in general is discussed in relation
to structure, history and sociological implications. This is a
good resource fund of linguistic knowledge.

Wemysc, Stanley. The languages of the World. Philadelphia: Colortype
uorpomtion, 1950. 237 pp«
This book gives a brief description of all the major languages
of the world, with alphabets and pronunciations for most of the
sounds peculiar to it.

S. MISSIONARY NURSIBC
i* HursliiK Function
a* Books
Olson, By la Mae, Ii^roylaed
in
i-toe Cam of tbs Sick.
Third edition. Philadelphia: W. B, Saunders Co,, 1942# 264 pp,
A multitude of improvisions for nursing care are described
and illustrated. All can be made from simple materials which
am often available in a home situation. The book will stimulate
creative thinking#
Speer, Mrs# Robert E# <:
Bailey), end Constance M, Hal lock.
Christian Hmiie Making. Hew York: Round Table Press, Inc •Jr
19^# 141 pp.
The home of the mission nurse is accessible and known by the
people, and her homem&king is a part of her work for the community.
b. Publications of Organisations
World Health Organisation# jgpfft Committee gn Nursing. Technical
Report Series No. 24# Geneva, Switzerland: World Health
Organisation, 1950#
The nursing service, educational facilities and literature
am discussed as to provision and use of the nursing pevaomml
In the various countries,
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World Health Organization. Expert Com!fctee on Knrsing. Teclnaicai
Report Series Ho. 49. Geneve, Switzerland! World Health
Organization, 1952.
Tlie functions and work of the nuree in steering the health
needs of tine people are discussed.
________• Working Conference on Horsing Education. Technical
Report Series Ho. 60. Geneva, Switzerland; World Health
Organization, 1953.
Discussed are the following points; (X) type of nurse
required in interracial intercultural nursing, (2) development
of a total teaching program, and (3) illustration and explana
tion of situation type teaching in nursing. The concise outline
formation makes the book valuable as a guide. .
Expert ConolCtee on Hgalth Efeatign of tue Pubii£..
4
Technical Report Series Ho, 89, Geneva, Switzerland; World
Health Organisation, 1954,
This report discusses the qualifications of a health worker,
and includes plans and methods of setting up health education
programs in the cosmsunity. This could be helpful in setting up
health education programs.
. Expert Committee on Midwifery Training. Technical
Report Series Ho. 93# Geneva, Switeerliind; World Health
Organization, 1955.
This is a complete report on the function of the midwife and
types of midwifery preparation, with a comparison of a fully
trained midwife and auxiliary midwife. As a guide, this booklet
would be helpful in training or employing midwives.
1* AdministratIve Functions
a. Books
Doming, Dorothy. Careers for Nurses. !Chap. III. New York; McGrawHill Book Company, Inc., 1949, 358 PP.
The chapter ’’Rural Hospital Nursing* contains some of the
concepts and responsibilities commonly found in mission hospitals.
The challenges of such administrative functions to the nurse is
well described.
b. Publications of Organizations
World Health Organization. Expert Committee on Nursing. Technical
Report Series No. 91, Geneva, Switzerland; World Health
Organization, 1954*
The need, qualification and preparation of nursing service
administrative personnel is reported. It is a criteria for
evaluation and preparation of nursing personnel.
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c. Periodicals
Anderson, Harold 0. ^The Changing Pattern of Medical Mission®.**
SE Occasicmal SuiletiR of the Hissionary Research Library.
V (Oct. 12, 1954), 1-3.
ThiB presents a brief history of nurses la raedical raissions
with concepts of the duties involved.
Sleeper, Ruth.

*1fhat Kind of Nurse?**

American Journal of Nursing.

53saza, July 1953.
This article is a report of committee of nurses from various
world areas who gave specifications for the overseas nurse.
3* Medical md Dental Functions
a. Books
Ada5ts, A. R. D. and B. 0. Hacgrath. Tropical 'Medicine for Nurses.
Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publications, 1935. 514 pp.
There are included in this book brief discussion® on the
major tropical diseases, with their definition, geographical
distribution, aetiology, clinical picture, course and prognosis,
and diagnosis and treatment. This volume would serve as a
text or handbook on tropical diseases.
American Dental Association. Accepted Dental Remedies. Chicago:
American Dental Association,' 19581 214 ppT”
Although this book is for the dentist, there are contained
many treatments which would be usable by the nurse in a mission
situation, Remedies listed contain also statements of their
purpose, use and dosage in dental work.
____ Teeth, Health and Appearance. Chicago: American Dental
Association, 1957, 47 pp.
This is a teaching aid. It Is full of many illustrations and
pictures which present the major aspects of dental health.
Bacon, Edgar S. Your Child’s Teeth. New York: E. P. Dutton and
Company, Inc., 1059. 124 pp.
As a public health teaching tool, this book would be good
material. It is excellently written; a simple discussion of
dental problems, including many pathological processes and sug
gestions of treatments for them*
Dwyer, H. Shirley * °TBl Health. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders and
Company, 1945 . 132 pp.
The place of the nurse in a dental health program is discussed,
and several chapters are devoted to a simple presentation of
dental work, common oral diseases, and what can be done about
them. It would be a guide to oral hygiene education.
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Jercaae J. Your Teeth: aad Hew to Keep Them. New York:
Lantern frees, 1951. 244 pp.
This is a very well written comprehensive and yet simple
portrayal of dental health and care. It could serve as a tent
on dental hygiene in other world areas.
National League for Nursing, Tropical Disease Nursing.* National
League for Nursing Bibliographies on Nursing, Vol, VIII.
New York: National League for Nursing, 1952.
This is a selected list of bocks on tropical diseases. Some
of the .publications listed are for the use of the medical
practitioner and are complete and authoritative. Other books
listed would be suitable for use as handbooks and ready«reference
materials.
ghat tuck., George C. Diseases of
Century-Crofts, lac., 1951.
As a reference work this
of the diseases found In the

the Tropics. Net? York: Appleton*
803 pp.
book presents a comprehensive survey
tropics.

C. MISSIONARY NURSING AND INTEMAGIAL RELATIONS
Anderson, William Ketchan, ed. Christian World Mission. Nashville:
Commission on Ministerial Training of the Methodist Church, 1946,
275 pp.
This book consists of a compilation of articles and speeches by
thirty authors of varying nationalities and denoainational affilia
tion. A background of mission work of various organisations is
given in Part I. Part II deals with the changes in mission work
which were the results of World War II. Part III discusses the
various aspects and methods of mission work needed today. Included
are; anthropology, humanitarian approach, rural missions, literature,
medical work. Imperialism, and mission strategy.
Carver, William Owen. Christian Missions in Today*s World. New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1952, 148 pp.
The work and piece of the Christian mission Is discussed In its
relation to a new world order which fosters force and socialised
control. It gives a penetrating analysis of the refining needed
by Christian missions in their function among other races.
Fleming, Daniel Johnson. What Would You Do? New York: Friendship
Press, 1949. 183 pp.
When Christian ethics conflict with the standards of non-Christians,
what should be the position of the missionary is the question asked
by this book. It is a thought -provoking discussion of a pertinent
probias in mission work, and made real by the use of numerous case
studies.
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iioughton. A* X* greparlaa to be a Mitsioo&gy. Chicane; Intervarsity
Frees, 1956. 96 pp.
Tais booklet, which is offered by an organisation which recruits
and prepares missionaries, is a philosophical discussion on the
commission, qualifications and appointment of the candidate for
mission service * Also presented are the challenges of work in the
mission field in a section entitled, ’Mission Field as a Place of
Testing.11
Lsmott, Willis Church. Evolution in Mission, Chaps. I, III, X, XI.
New York? The Macmillan Co*iipany, 1954. 2228 pp.
This book, wiiich could serve as a textbook, discusses compre
hensively the changes which are taking place in mission work today.
The concepts pf foreign mission work are compared with world mission
work* The growth of the indigenous mission is portrayed against the
existent cultural dislocation.
Latourette, Kenneth Scott. Challenge and Conformity. Chap. IV. Mew York:
Harper and Brothers, 1955, 126 pp.
The author, who is one of the most thorough students of mission
endeavor, here seeks to identify the facts of culture which are
involved when two religious philosophies meet.
** The Christian World Mission in Our Pay. Chap. III. New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1954. 192 pp.
The adjustment which missions must make to the post World Var II
world of nationalism is described graphically. This book is
philosophical in style, and deeply challenging in its approach to the
problem.

hlndaell, Harold. Missionary Principles and Practice. Chap. XV.
Westwood, New Jersey: Fleming H. Revell and Co., 1955 . 334 pp.
Cultural anthropology is the main concern of the missionary for
lie mist “wrap” his message in a form which is acceptable and inviting
to the people within their culture. This science as it is needed by
the missionary in his work is discussed by the author with a good
toil of feeling and urgency.
Mesmenga, George H.
Grand Rapids: Baker
Book House, 1950
As a philosophical description, this book portrays the message,
means and methods, and challenge of mission endeavor. Some space is
devoted to the discussion of current methods of mission administration.
Mi da, Eugene A. Customs and Cultures: Anthropology for Christian Missions.
New York: Harper and Brothers, 1954. 306 pp.
This book is a very enlightening presentation of the relationship
of cultural anthropology to mission endeavor. No one area is singled
out for description, but gleanings from ail tm major cultural areas
of the world field are presented. The author, a translator for the
American Bible Society, speaks from firsthand experience with the
situations, and this makes the work very readable.
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Phillips, J* 8* ^ Church V&a&t the Cross* Chaps* IX* VII* Hew York:
The Kacraiilna Company, 1938* 111 pp.
A well known author of Bible translation presents the problem of
converting people to Christianity in the face of a nominal Christian
influence around it* Although the writer is not a missionary and is
writing from materials provided him, the philosophy presented is ■
worthy of real thought* It is a very readable voiumn.
Uedfieid, Robert. The Primitive World and Its Transformation. Ithaca,
llew Turk; Great Seal Books, a Division of Gome 11 University Press,
1953* 185 pp.
This is a concise discussion on the growing transformations the
primitive cultures are making through the increasing association
with the rest of the world's population. It provides concepts of
the changes which can take place when a missionary works and lives
among a primitive people*
fabistoxi, Dorothy* Toward Better Race Halations, Hew Yorks The Woman’s
Press, 1949* 190 pp,
.
,
This book give© some, principles which were found to be helpful
wtien the Y.W.C.A. began to integrate their work for ail races*
Although it deals with the American situation, the concepts ere
good teaching material • By application the material would be
valuable to anyone preparing for work among another race*
Shafer, Lumen Jf. Christian fissions in Otir Day. Mew York: Friendship
Press, 1944* 168 pp*
The nationalistic revolutions of the world are discussed as to:
(1) the predisposing factors involved, (2) relationship to Christian
missions, and (3) the type of missionary needed to meet the present
situation*
. •
. ,
Smith, Gordon Hedderly. The Missionary and Anthropology, Chicago: The
Moody Press, 1945* 160 pp.
two purposes underlie this authoritative and well-written volume:
foremost is the desire to show the importance of the study of
cultural anthropology to the missionary, and secondly, to approach
the science of sum and his culture from the standpoint of Christian
evangelism*
Soltau, T* Stanley. Missions at the Cross Hoads* Chap. XIV. Wheaton,
Illinois: Van Kaxapen Frees, 1954. 183 pp.
The relationship between the foreign missionary and the indigenous
church leaders in the emergence of an Indigenous work is discussed
in the light of the changing methods of mission and missionaries.
This book could be used as a textbook.
Steward, J, S. Thine is the Kingdom. Mew York: Charles Scribners and
Sons, 1957. 74 pp.
This book portrays the call or imperative in mission service.
The type of individual needed as to character tendencies and
abilities suited to mission work is effectively stated*
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Van Dumb* Hansy B.
tae IJgaiias S£ £M SfiSISaa
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to Y^ifks Ciiarl#^ fkttibmm mad
Sms* if40. 227 pf*
This author reports os his iBvestlgaticm so evalyafco fcha effsots
of Chzisttm missions, life to#s $»e thoi^ht-|*rovs^iag cottelusicms
of the uiactt of aissloas is ioterrsciai nerk*
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Miftfcp, E. K. iw MiiM^MUti,Jfl Ife tot* ^P* f* St, Louisi
’fres®, 1956. 198 pp,
^K>tioeai maturity &nd soeiiii mbi iitio© art 4i^MSsei hy the
mtimt iM fclie.Sjr reiat-ym to the effeotiv^ess «i4 stability of tfee
:idmim&ry persottuel..
tiB4seiif Earold,
MftMtl tag
Ci^ps, t, flf
VXI, XIV* IK. mBK\t<md$ mm Jersey: Fleming II. fieveli* 1955,
384 pp*
Htt missieeasy requires a kaowle^ge of the type of fsiass that he
is mad tim type of iaeu with yfym he will fern to
plus au
ua^rstea4tog of the relationship which cm e^ist between thi®.
The author portrays quite completely &sa4 ohjectiwly the influence
of this relationship on the spirit and effectIveneso of the m&mi&m*

S. MI$fI0Wi¥ IH3ESXIIS A»0 X^EkSACIM*
^Nbrison* mill*® Xetchem,
h'prld motion,. Chaps, If, V*
VI* and Fart III m Ministerial Training o£ the Metliodist ©lurch* 1946,
275 pp.
In Part I of this volosm the philosophy of missions held by the
Methodist. Lb the ten, Mesleyan* and Catholic tteamsiriatioiis is stated.
Part II deals with the tandem iisthods and objectims of Christian
minions* and is presented in the fom of essays by various ?atn of
missiott eseperience or who* being national®* can speak of the
sitnatisfi free the viei^point of the growing indigenous church.
Asirwthan* Eddy. Christianity
thg^ fedim gji^iUf. Calcutta: The
Y,M*C»A. Publishing House* 1956* 187 pp*
Tim views presented In this book are those of an educated
Christian national as he evaluate# the Christian aessage and the Ilfs
of tb# Christian msseager who brings it into his temland* India.
He discusses both the methods used by missions tad%* and those which
he feels would be saost effective in an Indian culture* Although it
is limited to India* it is applicable In the general concepts and
principles presented.

VERNIER RADCLIFFE MEMORIAL LIBRARY
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Brown, Arthur Juiteon. The POreiffi Kissignarx, Testariav gai Today.
third revision. Hew Torh; Fleming H, SteveU Company, 1950. 412 pp.
Tliis book is a classic on the work of the missionary. It is
an excellent guide to any person preparing herself for overseas
work. The terminology is slightly outdated today, but the concepts
remain applicable,
Forman, Charles W. A faith for fchg, nations. FhUadeiphia: The
Westminister Press, 1957, 97 pp.
This is a tbought•provoking discussion on the modem philosophy
of world and church unity. Bow the faiths of the world can be
unified and yet not be made uniform is a question to which the
author endeavors to give a positive answer. Also discussed is the
criticism of missions, that they are mean© of European Imperialism,
Fleming, Daniel Johnson. "Limitations of an Intellectual Approach in
Missions.*1 The Occasional Bulletin of the Hiss ionary Research
Library. VXXX (Jan. 16, 1957), 1-3.
The author stresses that the heart is not won by logic and
intellectualism, and fchnt apart from feelings and conviction,
change in behavior i© limited. As a short but conclusive article
on the value of emotions and feelings in missionary endeavor, it
is thought-provoking,
Lamott, mills Church, devolution in Missions. Chapa. IV, V, VIII* IX,
XII. Hew Fork: The Macmillan Company, 1954. 228 pp.
This work pictures the metliods used in missionary work heretofore
and those required in the post-war world of today. It is a thoughtful,
authoritative work on mission endeavor in ell of its aspects. This
book would be suitable as a textbook.
Llndseli, Harold. Missionary Principles and Practice. Westwood, Hew
Jersey; Fleming H. Revell, 1955. 384 pp.
The true purpose underlying all missionary work is the spread of
the gospel. The author lias outlined the methods of missionary work
effectively in the section entitled "Means of Accomplishing the
Task."
UcCevxan, Donald Anderson. The Bridges of Cod. Hew Yorks The Friendship
Press, 1955, 158 pp.
This is a discussion on two approaches to mission work, (1) the
localised effect of the mission station, and (2) the far-reaching
effects of the converted Christian national. Use author stresses
that through the efforts of the national worker the gulf of
cultural differences is bridged.
Mott, John R. The Larger Evangelism. New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury
Press, 1945. 103 pp.
The author who has long been a leader in mission work points
out that the greatest evangelistic tool is individual effort for
individual people.
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ItSS* 164 pp.
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language effectively*
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Gull&tte* Caisero® C,, L. C. Keatiits»
F*
Tf&chizm »
maae* H«w tarkj f* C* Ctolts anil Cosi^ay, 1942. 136 pp*
book
a eoaaia# oatiiim oa a» ©fleeti^« appToeth to
making mmtktt laagaage* It is a teacher's ma&ual* hut could be
applicable mterial for the person who sets out to leara a language
untutored or whore ho sausfc direct the aatioaui teachers in in&ttnc^
tioool methods.
Util, Eohort A., JTr. heave four Laaguaie Alone. Ithaca: Liiisuistlca,
1950. 254 pp.
the author endeavors to present a language Ira® the viewpoint
that ail languages have within thea structural constituents which
would he helpful in other languages. So one language is host
because it is consoti. this book will increase appreciation lor all

mm®, 8. A.

S^iim hmMmm*

^rk{ VanKees

Fress, 1945. 126 pp.
this work is a philosophical discussion on thm ctethods and vnlm
&i learning* speaking and reading a foreign language. The various
mtlioda caoarmly used are described and coaspared for their effective**
ness.

Ummrnt, dsnrick.
|i £& Chrijiim liM,* Philadelphia:
the Westminister Frees* 1936. 120 pp«
this is a study on tbs place and aspects of cosramicatioo in
Christian work. It discusses mmaamlc&llm*& foundation in the
Bible* and delves into the psychological* sociological and cultural
lectors as they relate to the problem of evangelism*.
kaubuck* Freak C. Wake tjp or llcy gg> Mew York? Flesaing ». kevell, 1951.
160 pp.
This is the philosophy of a missionary who lelt cmapellcd to
Improve cwmmnimttnm with the illiterate of the wrld. ‘Hie
obvious mxtim*iMm of the author as he discusses his mtbods of work
is stimulating and motivating to people planning to work in areas
where illiteracy exists.
I4a4seU» llarold. Missionary Frlncigies and Free ties Chap. mi.
Westwood* Mew Jersey: Fieisiag II. Ravell, 1955. 364 pp.
The various avenues of comcnnication which are open to missionary
exuSeevor are presented by the author. Discussed are recording, use
of the radio* literature m mil m language learning and its use in
preaching and teaching.
Beerhouse* A. C. fhe TritB^h of Oie Alphabet. Mew ¥erk? Henry Setevso*
1953. 233 pp.
Tiie author discusses the relation of a net ion's alphabet to their
social m4 cultural background. The history.end progressive changes
in ccExmm forms, of writing are included.
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Hida, Eugene A, Bible TrunslatlRE. New York? The
194?.. 362 pp.
Tills is a book which la describing the work
reveals the dangers involved in all translating
subject. Translating can seldom be literal but
Use culture of the people.

Amurlean Bible Society,
of Bible translations
regardless of the
must be related to

______•
jMMBt aa& Sgtesagi
Cbap. vm. Kev VorU: lUrpec

and Brothers, 1954. 306 pp. '
This is a wry readable and highly Illustrated chapter on what
is involved in interracial courmaication. Hie author also presents
factors to be regarded in the learning of a foreign language.

,
GtxTs bord in Maa^ language. Hew York; Harper and Brothers,
1552. 191 pp.
This is another hook on the problem of translating the aesthetic
concepts of religion into a factual language. It provides insight
into the value and use of translations and their place in comparison
to the learning of the language by the missionary.

Pei^iiario^ l^u^t19l|^

§&I H IfeiStS il*

Hiis is a resource book in linguistics* It provides a review of
language© In our modem world and discusses languages in relation to
structure, history, and sociological implications.
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Their inclusion here is on tne basis that they were not found in
libraries and therefore cannot be etestified or annotated as to their
content and value*
Baviacn, J • H* The Isapact of Christianity pa jto. Kon^Christlan. World.
Grand Kapids: trduans J^ublisking Company, 194&. id3 pp.
Cook, daroid R. M Introduction to the Study of Christian Missions.
Chicago: Moody Frees, 1934. 256 pp.
Edman, V. Raymond, himt in Bark tos. Wheaton, Illinois!
Press, 1949. 435 pp.

Van Kampen

Glover, Robert Mali. The Bible Basis of Missions. Los Angeles:
House of Los Angeles, 1946,

Bible

Hocking, William‘Ernest. ^ivlQE Religions and a World Faith. London:
Allen Publishing Company, 1940. 294 pp.
Jones, Clarence. Radio, the Mew Missionary. Chicago:
146 pp,
Lasiott, Willis Church,
1947. 24? pp.

Comoltted Onto Hs. Mew Yorks

Koody Press, 1946.
Friendship Press,

Latourette, Kenneth Scott, Tlie Christian Outlook. Mew York:
Brothers Company, 1946. 229 pp.

Harper and

, and William Richiey Hogg. Tomorrow is |»ere» Hew York;
Friendship Press, 1946* 145 pp,
Mathews, Basil Joseph, Forward Through the Ages. Hew York:
Press, 1951, 2?5 pp*

Friendship

Mewbigin, James Edward Lesslie. The Household of God. Hew York;
Friendship Press, 1954* 1?? pp.
Phillips, Godfrey Edward, l^e Gospel in the World. Hashville:
Press, 1936. 252 pp.
34

Cokesbury
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Srason, Charles Wesley. Banewai egg Advance; CtartstlTO Witness to a
mvolution&vy Vorld# Londoflu Edinburgh IlDuse Press., 1040. 220
Eedffeld, Hebert, the Primitive World and Its Trarsfon^ations,
Cornell University Press, 1033, 185*pp.
Seabury, Ruth Isabel,
ni pp,

So Send I You.

Christian Education Press,

Skoglimdj John E, They ^ach for Ufe. New York:
1935, 140 pp.
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Smith, Roy tenon. Tim Revolution in Christian Hissions. New York,
Washvtlie: AWnngdon-Colcesbury Press, 1941, 223 pp.
thtoesen, John Calftrall. A §SESX Si StSM !«£§iSBaChicago! tnter-Varsity Press, 1956, 504 pp.

Second edition*

Van Tkxmnt H. ?. World Christianity, Yesterday«to^y*»Tomorroww
Nashville: Abingdon-Cokesbu^ Press, 1947. 302 pp.
Enesster, Samuel. Into All the World,
mum, 1943* 222 pp." “

Orand Rapids:

Hew York,

Ecmdervan Publishing
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The purpose of this study ms to identify selected taafceriais which
had been written since 1938 and which were suitable for use la the prepare*
•

i

;; '

tion of nurses for overseas mission positions.
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These materials were
■" .

.]

&

rtf

-

1

-l

placed in a bibliography which was divided into the various aspects of &
nurse’s work in a mission position*
Summary.
three sources:

The material© for the bibliography were sought from
(1) twenty-five institutions of religious education which

offered courses in missions, (2) personal interviews, and (3) personal
library research.
A list of 187 titles was found, and an effort was made to find
these books in public and educational libraries in else Los Angeles area.
The books which were located were evaluated and those which were con
sidered valuable and applicable to the subject of missionary nursing were
included in the annotated bibliography. The remainder of those located
locally but not included in the bibliography were rejected for any one of
three possible reasons:

(l> those published before the year 1938, (2) those

too technical for the group for which this bibliography is prepared, and
<3) those which were duplication of materials covered more completely in
another volume*

Some areas contained a larger number of books than others,

but only the best and most applicable or valuable were selected.
i;

,,

,

Some of

i'’‘

.

the materials rejected for the annotated bibliography, together with some
other material© which were recommended but were not found, were listed in
a separate, unclassified bibliography without annotations.
S6

' :.?!

5?
Th« need for special preparation of the iaieeionary beyond the
level of preparation for a similar position In the toseland is recognised
by mst mission authorities.

Spiritual preparation, professional and

technical preparation and personal preparation are equally important in
'meeting the needs and objectives of the mission board* the nationals and
the nurse. Literature fills a need for enduring motivation and continual
direction in the developing of the qualification* abilities* attitudes
and attributes needed by the missionary today.
The aspects of missionary nursing were divided into five major
areas. These include (l) her diversified nursing functions and respon
sibilities* (2) her need to understand the culture and national heritage
of the people* (3) her adjustsmnt to mission life and to fellow personnel*
(4) her responsibility in evangelism, and (5) her purposes and obligations
to learn the language of the people.
The bibliographical materials found were included In classified
and annotated bibliography* Other materials which were not located were
listed in an unclassified bibliography.
The conclusions end recommendations of the study were based upon
the amount* availability* and possible use for the materials found,
lececsaendatien* for further study which should be done In this area were
mads on the basis of the scope of the materials which were identified.
Conclusion^,

It was noted that there were no boohs which were

written with specific regard to the missionary nurse and her %»rk. Only
a very few books mentioned at all the work of the missionary nurse,
Beriodicals published by the World Health organisation to carry articles
m the work of the nurse in interracial and infeercultural situations were
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found to be applicable. These can be adapted to the work of the missionary
nurse in similar situation#, and seems to be the sole source of information
cm the subject.
In the absence of any volume on the various aspect® of missionary
nursing, the general works which deal with the philosophy and practice of
general mission endeavor were considered valid for use in missionary
nursing preparation wherein they describe her missionary function. Ho mention Is made of the administrative and organisational
functions of the missionary nurse in either nursing or mission literature*
The responsibility of the missionary nurse for the education of
the national nurses is mentioned by several authors, but is not elaborated
upon.
Discussion of interpersonal relationships involved in mission
nursing situations is equally lacking in mission literature.
Tropical nursing is a recognised area of nursing, and materials
are available to the nurse on this subject. Hadicsl works on tropical
diseases are also of value as references for the missionary nurse.
Xt was also noted that even these general works on mission
philosophy and endeavor were not readily available. Of the libraries
serving six colleges or universities, and four public libraries, in
addition to the libraries connected with the College of Medical
Evangelists, only one had well stocked shelves of current materials
listed under the subject of missions. Most of the libraries had older
books which were written between 1890 and 1920, and one or two occasional
volumes written since 1983. Hone carried missionary periodicals, and only
one had current copies of the Division of Foreign Mission Annual Eeport
on mission work*

The most completely stocked library visited was the
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Angeles Public Library, fro© which most of the, materiel* were
obtained.
Recommendations» Hecoi^ndations for tm use of this bibiiographical naterlal are:
<l) That it be used as a source of motivation and direction to the
f;
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,
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>

i

f -. .

;

^

{

t-

individual who is interested in mimtom as a possible avenue for service.
(2) That these materials should be readily available for use by
any faculty who holds as ms objective the. preparing of nurses for mission
work.
(3) That these materials could be correlated into a source of
reference® for a course on anthropology, ethnology and interracial
evangelism for the basic level of nursing,
(4) That the school of nursing faculty be made aware of this
material and be encouraged to correlate the principles of missionary
nursing into their teaching of the basic student in all areas of nursing
science.
Reci

dation is made that study and investigation of missionary

nursing be done which will result in published materials that can be
used In taotivatlon and preparation of nurses for overseas work. The
following areas are especially needful of investigation,
(1) Administration and organisation of mission nursing service.
(2) Interpersonal relationships eoiameuly found in mission stations,
and attitudes, abilities end skills needed tc meet them.
(3) Pevelopment of techniques and materials suitable for teaching
professional nursing to students of 8th and 10th grade levels.
<4> Factual analysis of the work of mission nurses to increase

i'-

m
wtexatmdiw of her position by those preparing the missionary nurse and
by those tailing her for service.
l.
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(5) Evangelist it and counseling opportunities open to missionsry
■

■ft

nursing*

•*

(6) The possibilities for professional growth while in mission
i

service *
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BOOKS

£f Kl^sXaaa.

2hil<k4&L’pat&i

Mx&iimb&zg Press,

Aim, JRoisad. Hissiaaary l^tbo4s: |i* PaelU or Ours,
Flesiitig H« UB-mll Coiuipaiiy^ 1913* 234 pp.

Hew lorn?

A&irmttai, Ed4y. Christianity in tbs Indian Croclble, Calcutta:
¥*I4,C*A, Pubiisblng Iiouaet 19SS* 244 pp,
Baird* Annie L* A, Inside Views og Mission ills* Pliiiadelphia:
Westminister Press, 1913. 138 pp.

fbe

Barnes, Lcmial Cali. Too Thousand Years of Missions Bejore Carey.
Chicago: The Christian Culture Press* 1900. 504 pp.
Bromi, Arthur Judson. Ifey Foreign Missionary. Haw York;
Sevell Company, 1907* 412 pp.

Filling H.

Carver, William Owen, tkm Coujffle of Christian Missions* Hew York:
Fleming II.. Saveli* 1942. 320 pp;
Bill is tone, F* W, Christianity and Coa»mioatioas. Mew Yorks
Scribner’s Sons, 1956.' 156 pp.
Fleming* Daniel Johnson, Whither Bound in Hiaaions. £iew York:
tress, 1925. 222 pp*

Charles
Association

Geiioca, Georgina A. An fotrohuctron to huaslonaty Barviga* hondon:
Oxford University tress, 1921* 167 pp.
n.u.

* Candidates in Waiting* London;
135 pp,

Church Missionary Society,

Glover, Eobert Hail* |ha tro&tsss of World Wide, iiissipnf* Hew York:
Kichard K. Smith Inc** 1931* 418 pp.
Higdon* E* K. Hew Hissionarlea for Sew Bays*
1956, 198 pp.

St. Louis:

iUxtkiim, Miliiaa firaest. M^MabSM. temSSt.'
Brothers Company, 1932. 349 pp.
Xnfcerehurch World Movement of Horth America.
Interchurcb tress* 1320, 221 pp.
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World Survey.

Bethany tress,
Harper's
Mew York;
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Kxammr,
The Christian Message in a KqtKhristian World. Hew Yorks
Harper Brothers Comply9 1938* 455 pp.
has^uth, Walter R, Medical Missions: The Twofold Task. Hew York:
Student Volunteer Movement, 1920. 262 pp.
Lindsell, Harold. Missionary Principles and Practices, New York:
d. Rsvell Company, 1955. 384 pp.
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Fleming

'

lmm9 John. Medical Missions: Their Peace and Power. New York:
H. Sevell Coirrpany, lIM.“' 292 pp.

Fleming

Mathews, Basil, The Clash of Color; A Study In the Probloa of Race.
Hew York: Missionary Education Movement, 1924. 181 pp.
Moorshead, R. Fletcher. Thp Wav of the Doctor; A Study of Medical Missions.
Hew York: Century Press, 1909. 242 pp.
Murphy, Albert John, Education for Worid-frlindedness. Hew York:
Abingdon Press, iMT W pp!
**
~
Heibuhr, H. Richard. Christ and Culture, New York:
Company, 1951. 259 pp,

The

Harper Brothers

Hlda, Eugene A. Custogia
Culture: Anthropology for Christian Missions.
New York: Harper Brothers Company, 1954. 306 pp.
. Cod*s Word in Man*s Language. New York:
Company, 1952. 191 pp*"™

Harper Brothers

Parker, Joseph I., ed. Interpretative Statistical Survey of the World
Mission of the Christian Church. New York: International Missionary
Council, 1938. 323 pp,
Hanson, Charles, That the World Hay Know. New York:
1953. 166 pp.

Friendship Press,

Soltau, T. Stanley. Missions at the Crossroads. Wheaton, Illinois:
Van Kat^en Press, 1954* 183 pp.
World Missionary Conference. The Preparation of Missionaries, New York:
Fleming H. Reveil Company, 1910. 341 pp. *
B.

BOCStS PASTS OP SERIES

Mott, John R. The Student Volunteer Hovea^nt. Vol. I of ti^e Addresses
and Papers of John R. Mott. 5 vole. New York: The Association
Press, 1947. 781 pp,
.asionary gknmcil. Vol, V of the Addresses
and gapers of John R, Mott.* 5 vole. New York: The Association Press,
1947.

c, pmxcmoMs
Division oi Forsiga Missions* giishth touai Reports 1957* Mew York;
Division of Foreign Missions of the Matlonai Comcii of Chutth&a,
1958* 178 pp.
Xnternatioaai Missionary Co-nncil* |he Hi
Chargii, Report of the ssaotiag of tb© I*H*€*
York; International Missionary Council,
D.

of the
Germany.
1951*

?mODXCM,S

Sleeper, Ruth* WUsfe ICind of a Hurss,’5 ^ricen Journal of Hursing,
52:828, July 1952.
2ul% A* H.

Htlie 'South African Church in the Light of ‘Ibadan, 1958,,'n
47s377, October 1958*
E. MTXCLSS IM COLLECTION

Brown, Oswald E* SiA Professor’s Responsibility to Call and Prepare
Students for Foreign Missionary Service,H Students and the World
Wide Expansion of Christianity* Fennell P. Turner, ed* Mew York;
Student Volunteer Movenjent, 1914* 742 pp.
Haggard, Fred P* ,fPreparation Necessary for Successful Service as a
Medical Missionary,” Students and the World Wide Expansion of
Christianity* Fennell P* Turner, ed* Mew York: Student Volunteer
Hovetrsent, 1914* 789 pp*
HaoRenaie, W* Douglas* ‘'’The Necessary Intellectual Equipment for Missionary
Work,” Students and the World Wide Expansion o£ Christlimity, Fennell
P* Turner, ed. Mew York: Student Volunteer Moveaeut, 1914* Pp* 139*143#
Relsner, John* ^Missions in miral Life,” Christian World Mission, W* K.
Anderson, ed* Nashville; Corsaission on Ministerial Training of the
Methodist Church, 1946# Pp* 201*211*
W
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BUss, E<^in Itasell* Medical Missioa8,,!. T^, MmmlomMs. e,f Mlsalons,
IX, 679*684* New York; Fimk and Wagnalls, 1891*
Petry, Luclle* ,4Nurse, Missionary,” The Encyclopedia of Mursins* 847*
Philaifelpiiia: W. B. Saunders Co,, 1952.
Webster’s Mew
Dicti<mery. Springfield, Massachusetts; G. 4 €.
Merriaa Co*, Fuhlisimrs, 1956*
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APPENDIX A
LETTER OF INQUIRY SEHT TO BIBLE COLLEGES
Bear Sir;
I am coi^piliag a Bibliography on the fikills, method®, and attitudes which
are needed by the missionary nurse. As a registered nurse, I have spent
twelve years in mission service in Africa, and have become interested In
the subject of mission preparation as a means of increasing the nurse*#
effectiveness and facilitating her adjustment to foreign service•
As an institution interested in missions and religious education, I am
wondering if your faculty have any books, articles, pamphlets or films
which they have found to be of value to those preparing for mission
service« I would appreciate receiving a bibliography of such material.
Would you also send me a description and outline of courses which have
been developed for preparing missionaries?
The subject is a broad one and it has been broken down into five general
areas to serve as a guide in the selection of material.
1. Missionary Nursing
/
2.
3*
4.
5.

Missions
Missions
Missions
Missions
/ *

and
and
and
and

Adaptation to climate, equipment, methods.
Diagnosis, pharmacology, total care.
Responsibility in mission administration.
Laboratory and pharmacy organisation,
Interracial Relations — Culture, anthropology.
Interpersonal Relations — Fellow missionary relations.
Interracial Evangelism -• Methods.
Interracial Communication — Language study, purpose
and methods.

/

This material will be used in a thesis for the Master*# Degree at the
College of Medical Evangelists, and as such will be available on interlibrary loan to the 25 participating colleges.
/

I would very much appreciate having this material by the first of March.
A stamped self-addressed envelope is included for your convenience.
Thank you so much for your help in this project.
Yours sincerely.
/

Anna May Vaughan
/

i--;
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APPENDIX B
ADDRESSES WHERE MISSIONARY LITERATURE IS OBtAIHABBl
Division of Foreign Missions
136 Fifth Avenue, New York, 10, New York
Yearly surveys and sunsaary reports of all missionary activities
during the previous year*
international Foreign Mission Association
308 Nest 105th Street, New York 25, New York
Book purchasing service*
IjWPRmP ,#

Bibliographies*
Famphlet terials.

iv

International Beview of Missions
156 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, Mew York
Edinburgh louse, 2 Eaton Gate, London, $M 1
Monthly publications*
Book published for the international Missionary Council«
International Review of Missions and Practical Anthropology
Box 307, Tarry town. New York
Back issues of this monthly publication*
Inter-Varsity Press
1116 N* Astor, Chicago 10, Illinois
Books*
Promotional leaflets*

>

¥

Missionary Besearch Library
3041 Broadway, New York 27, New York
Books (available on interlibrary loan)«
The Qecaaional Bulletin, an intermittent publication containing
missionary material*
Student Volunteer Movement
New York 10, New York
237 Fourth A
Books*
Promotional materials*
Program materials, as skits*

i
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COLLEGE OP MEDICAL EVANGELISTS
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School of Graduate Studies
v
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A SELECTED BIBLIOCSAPHT SUITABLE POE USE IN

A

>:

OVERSEAS MISSIONARY NURSI^S PREPARATION
t

1:

:
‘•f

by
i

Aima May Vaughan

?•'

*
■4

An Abstract of a Thesis
In Partial Fuifllliaeat
of the Requirements for the Degree
Master of Science in the Field of Nursing
Administration

June* 1959

r:

Missionary nursing, as one form of nursing md as a method of
-f

i

■

>

.V

V

■

missionary endeavor, has been neglected in both nursing and mission

I

.1

literature.

}

It was the purpose of this study to identify, classify, and list
bibliographical material which is applicable and would serve as a source
of Information to those preparing for, and directing others toward,
overseas mission nursing.
i

'

.
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;

•

.
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;•
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■

'
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The material for the bibliography was obtained through three
sources:

(l) twenty-five institutions of religious education which

offered courses in missions, (Z) personal interviews, and (3) personal
library research. The volumes included in the bibliography were selected
on the basis of the date of publication, applicability to the subject, and
suitability to the readers.

These were classified -under five major

aspects of overseas mission nursing, which were:

(i) Missionary nursing

functions, (2) Missionary nursing and interracial relations, (3) Missionary
nursing and interpersonal relations, (4) Missionary nursing and inter
racial evangelism, and (5) Missionary nursing and interracial conmmicacions.
General works an mission philosophy end endeavor were considered
to be valid for describing the missionary function of overseas nursing.
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